Checklist
1. Register your pool at www.swimmingpoolregister.nsw.gov.au
This has been mandatory since 29 October 2013 and you risk getting fined if not done.
When you register on the NSW Swimming Pool Register, complete the pool inspection
self-assessment checklists available on that site first!

2. CPR sign current and clearly visible.
Must include statements about YOUNG CHILDREN SHOULD BE SUPERVISED AT ALL TIMES,
pool gates must be kept closed at all times, clear area 900mm of the pool fence, simple
flow sequence for resuscitation techniques on infants, children and adults.

3. 1.8M Boundary Fence
The boundary fence (not the pool fence) must be 1.8M high where is surrounds the pool
area.

4. 30cm Clear Zone
Surrounding the entire INSIDE of the pool fence, the area must be clear of ALL objects
within 30cm.

5. 90cm Clear Zone
Surrounding the entire OUTSIDE of the pool fence, the area must be clear of ALL objects
within 90cm. That includes pot plants, BBQ's, toys, shrubs, etc.

6. Pool Gate
The pool gate must be sturdy and opens towards the outside.
Must be self-closing from ANY position and the lock latches automatically.

7. 10cm Pool Fence Gap
The pool fence must sturdy and stable.
The pool fence must not be more than 10cm above the ground level, all the way around.

8. 90cm Horizontal Bars
If you have any horizontal bars or panels across the pool fence, they must be spaced a
minimum of 90cm apart.

9. 1.2M Pool Fence Height
Total pool fence height must be 1.2M from the natural ground level to the top of the pool
fence, all the way around.

10. Pool Gate Latch
If latch is on the outside, must be 1.5M from the natural ground level to the top of the
latch.

11. Fence Panel Spacing
Maximum 10cm space between any vertical pool fence bars and panels, including where
the pool fence connects with the boundary fence.
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Disclaimer: This form is to be used as a consumer guide only. Regardless of the outcome, it is NOT assuring your pool area is safe nor is it assuring you a certificate of compliance. It is NOT to be used in place or instead
of all the NSW swimming pool ACT, Regulations and laws.

